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2 n SIGMA CHI FOUNDATION FOCUS

THANK YOU
Sigma Chi Foundation 
would like to extend its 
warmest appreciation 
to each of you for your 
contributions towards 
our academic scholarship 
and leadership efforts.

A Foundation 
for Sigma Chi

Late Foundation President and Order of Constantine 
Sig Merrill E. “Boz” Prichard, ILLINOIS 1948, once noted: 
“The history of the Sigma Chi Foundation is the story 
underlined by the dedication of many tireless, generous, 
visionary brothers whose primary interest from the first 
days in 1939 to the present has been to benefit Sigma Chi 
undergraduates in the most effective manner within the 
framework of its constitution, bylaws and IRS regulations.”
  Today, the Sigma Chi Foundation remains the standard 
for excellence within the Greek world.
   With origins dating back to 1895, updated through 
various Grand Chapters and ignited by the creation of an 
Endowment Commission in 1934, a group of hard working 
alumni brothers established the Foundation in 1939.

   Its purpose was to provide an endowment fund that 
took great precedence as the Fraternity entered the 20th 
century.
  Fast forward 19 years into the 21st century, the Sigma 
Chi Foundation has funded scholarships for more than 
6,000 members and, in the past 10 years, delivered more 
than $30 million in grants and leadership programming 
support to Sigs.

— — —
BEGINNINGS

  The idea of an endowment was fully embraced by the 
29th Grand Consul, Lloyd G. Balfour, INDIANA 1907, during 
his 1937 to 1939 term. Balfour made it a key point of his 
address during the 44th Grand Chapter in Los Angeles in 
August 1939.
  A lengthy, 16-page report presented by commission head 

 80 year milestone reached in 2019
With the launch of a revolutionary 
Individual leadership program, Horizons, 
in 1999, an organization built to provide 
scholarships and educational space grants 
in post-war America had slowly became 
the most successful Greek-letter Fraternity 
foundation in North America.
  Twenty years later, as the Sigma Chi 
Foundation marks its 80th anniversary, a 
new groundbreaking leadership learning 
continuum and growing scholastic funding 
have widely surpassed the initial mission 
established by a group of men in 1939.
  As Sigma Chi collectively expects more 
from its chapters and alumni with a vision 
focused on leadership, the Foundation’s 
mission to develop funds to support the 
Fraternity’s continued growth has never 
been more important than it is today.

Programs such as Horizons Huntsman Leadership 
Summit (above), which marks its 20th anniversary this 
summer, have directly benefited through the generosity 
of donors to the Sigma Chi Foundation.

FINAL FOCUS
This will be the final
Foundation Focus 
newsletter. Starting this 
summer, news from the 
Sigma Chi Foundation 
will be featured within 
The Magazine of Sigma 
Chi, along with ongoing 
content in the Sigma 
Chi Chronicle monthly 
eNewsletter. See PAGE 6 
for more information.
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Frank McDonough Jr., DARTMOUTH 1907, and co-
signed by four others including 32nd Grand Consul 
Ben S. Fisher, ILLINOIS 1913, and 39th Grand 
Consul Edward S. Farrow, MIT 1920, culminated in 
the overwhelming approval for the creation of an 
Endowment Foundation.
   November 9, 1939, saw McDonough, law partner 
Frank L. Grant, PURDUE 1889, and Dr. Joseph F. 
Bowers, OHIO STATE 1889, ointly file the necessary 
papers in Denver, Colorado to gain certification for 
the new Sigma Chi Foundation. 
   he first formal board meeting as held in 
October 1940. Within 18 months, the United 
States would be in the midst of a great war, and 
the Foundation persevered with a primary focus 
on student aid.
   A Magazine of Sigma Chi article from Balfour 
in 1943 served as the Foundation’s report for 
that year, and was a call to action that gained 

response in the years that followed including the 
implementation of a $25,000 club.
  The leadership of brothers such as Fisher, 
Balfour, 40th Grand Consul Richard S. Doyle, 
GEORGE WASHINGTON 1917, John Alden Towers, 
MISSOURI 1916, and 38th Grand Consul J. Dwight 
Peterson, INDIANA 1919, were crucial to the 
first  years of the oundation’s development 
and mission, orchestrating the initial output of 
scholarships and Fraternity support.
   It was a campaign orchestrated by another early 
leader, Significant Sig ush  Kress, BUCKNELL 
1900, however, that provided the concrete base for 
the Foundation assets.
   Kress provided an initial ,  donation in 

 to launch the organi ation’s first fundraising 
campaign  hese Kress unds, as they ere 
kno n, significantly bolstered the oundation’s 
assets.

  Over the following three decades, the Foundation 
implemented undergraduate scholarships, 
began annual support of the Leadership Training 
Workshop and creation of the Peterson Significant 
Chapter Award and oversaw a permanent move 
to the current J. Dwight Peterson Sigma Chi 
International Fraternity Headquarters in Evanston, 
Ill. as well as receipt of Sigma Chi’s founding site 
property in Oxford, Ohio.
  Much of this progress was made under the 
leadership of Peterson, who served as Chairman 
of the Foundation’s Board of Governors for 20 
years, rder of Constantine and Significant Sig ill 
Bringham Sr., ILLINOIS WESLEYAN 1946, who guided 
both Fraternity and Foundation operations from 
headquarters for decades, and Prichard, whose 
term as President totaled eight years.
  Through the 1980’s, prominent leaders and 
Significant Sigs Carl P  Clare, IDAHO 1927, Goff 

A leadership group (pictured in 1947, from left clockwise) that included Romain C. Hassrick, BUCKNELL 1907; Rear Admiral Robert D. Workman, 
WOOSTER 1913; 32nd Grand Consul Ben S. Fisher, ILLINOIS 1913; Roy W. Peet, MISSOURI 1919; 40th Grand Consul Richard S. Doyle, GEORGE WASHINGTON 
1917; John Alden Towers, MISSOURI 1916; 38th Grand Consul J. Dwight Peterson, INDIANA 1919 and Fred Millis, HANOVER 1911, along with Raymond 
H. Fogler, MAINE 1915, and 29th Grand Consul, Lloyd G. Balfour, INDIANA 1907 not i tured  ere ru ia  to the rst uarter entur  of the i a hi 
Foundation.
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  The program received its biggest boost to date 
in ovember , hen the late Significant Sig 
philanthropist Jon Huntsman Sr., PENNSYLVANIA 
1959, made a $5 million commitment to support 
portions of the program through 2024.
  oday, almost  years after its debut, five 
annual sessions of Horizons are set to further 
impact undergraduate brothers from across the 
United States and Canada.
  Following the launch of Horizons, the new 
millennium saw the Foundation increase its 
support of leadership and drug and alcohol 
education programs.
   In 2006, on the heels of a major capital 
campaign, Watson became Chairman with 
former S  astronaut and Significant Sig reg 
Harbaugh, PURDUE 1978, guiding operations as 
President.
   The year 2007 saw the Foundation Board adopt 
a  new strategic plan to move the Foundation 
towards a leadership and scholarship vision, and, 
in spite of an economic downturn, the Foundation 
met its funding commitments and helped 
launch the Sigma Chi Journey leadership retreat 
programs and the Thomas Cowan Bell Chapter 
Challenge.
  he addition of regional development officers 
helped further engage alumni to support the 
implementation of the Donor-Scholar Program, 
improvements to the Historical initiative and an 
updated wave of programs to tackle drug and 
alcohol abuse, suicide prevention and mental 
health awareness, as well as combating hazing 
and preventing sexual misconduct.
  ver the last five years, ne  faces of leadership 

have emerged as the Sigma Chi Foundation 
partnered with the Fraternity for the launch 
of a new online leadership training module, 
formerly known as Sigma Chi U, and new member 
education program, Preparation for Brotherhood.
  oard Chairmen and Significant Sigs ob 
Johnson, MIAMI (OHIO) 1969, and Joe Durzo, 
SYRACUSE 1967, have led the most active Board 
of Governors roster in organizational history, with 
Ashley Woods, EAST TENNESSEE 2000, guiding a 
growing development team as President and CEO.
  The future of the Sigma Chi Foundation directly 
aligns itself with the future of Sigma Chi. A 
joint strategic plan and campaign, reminding 
members to “Expect More” of themselves as 
leaders in life, will see the launch of the Sigma Chi 
Leadership Institute, encompassing a leadership 
learning continuum of programs that educate 
undergraduate and alumni members on important 
issues facing Greek-letter life today as well as 
growth and leadership.
  Academic scholarships eclipsed the $1 million 
mark, including chapter specific a ards, for an 
individual a ard year for the first time in history, 
and a goal of $3 million annually to impact 
undergraduate and graduate members is expected 
to be reached within the next decade.
   The result of a vision that began more than 80 
years ago is aligned and focused on leading the 
Greek-letter world.
  As the Foundation and Fraternity partner to set 
the standard of leadership and Expect More from 
collegiate organizations in the United States and 
Canada, the future of the Sigma Chi Foundation 
appears bright indeed.

80 YEARS continued
Smith, MICHIGAN 1938, Houston Oilers and 
Tennessee Titans owner Bud Adams, KANSAS 1944 
and John D. Peterson, INDIANA 1955, were among 
the faces of Foundation work that included the 
implementation of the Balfour Fellowship Program 
and increased scholarship funding through the 
support of brothers such as Significant Sig Mark 
P. Herschede, CINCINNATI 1940.

— — —
BUILDING LEADERS

 With the second-generation Peterson leading the 
board and Frank Raymond, PENN STATE 1971, in 
the role of President, the Foundation’s focus 
shifted from a concentration on academic 
scholarships and grants towards the development 
and implementation of leadership educational 
programs.
   n , the oundation received its first grant 
from the Balfour Foundation to underwrite 
educational elements of the Balfour Leadership 
Training Workshop.
  The late nineties saw the launch of Horizons, an 
revolutionary individual-based leadership program 
in the mountains of Snowbird, Utah.
  Thanks to the support and funding of the late 
Significant Sig and ouston exans o ner ob 
McNair, SOUTH CAROLINA 1958, 64th Grand Consul 
Keith Krach, PURDUE 1979, Significant Sig ill 
George, GEORGIA TECH 1964, Significant Sig Chuck 
Watson, OKLAHOMA STATE 1972, and others, the 
program increased to four successful sessions 
annually through 2014.

4 n SIGMA CHI FOUNDATION FOCUS

Sigma Chi Foundation leadership and Sig alumni take in a game of bowling at the White House’s Harry S. Truman Bowling Alley in 2017. Regional 
alumni engagement events, such as the annual White House visit in Washington, D.C., have cultivated awareness among alumni and support for 
Sigma Chi leadership programming and academic scholarships provided by the Foundation.
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 80 YEARS OF IMPACT: A TIMELINE
September 11, 1934 — Sigma Chi 
creates Endowment Commission

November 9, 1939 — Following unanimous passage at 1939 
Grand Chapter, Endowment Commission chairman Frank 
McDonough Jr., DARTMOUTH 1907, law partner Frank L. Grant, 
PURDUE 1889, and Dr. Joseph F. Bowers, OHIO STATE 1889, jointly 
filed necessary papers with Notary Public Clarence L. Bartholic 
to gain certification and incorporate the Sigma Chi Endowment 
Foundation in Denver, Colorado.
October 16, 1940 — Initial Foundation board meeting held at 
Stevens Hotel in Chicago, IL; John Alden Towers, MISSOURI 1916, 
named President, John G. Bowman, IOWA 1899, Vice President.
July-August 1943 — Positive and aggressive two-page 
article from 29th Grand Consul L.G. Balfour, INDIANA 1907, in 
the Magazine of Sigma Chi draws widespread attention to 
Foundation.
December 1944 — Foundation lists initial contributors towards 
$25,000 Club, urges contributions to bring assets to $100,000 
by end of World War II.
Summer 1945 — University of Southern California and University 
of Virginia chapters become first to award scholarships out 
of dedicated chapter funds. Roanoke, Columbia and Kentucky 
would begin awards with 1945-46 school year.
June 20, 1946 — Foundation develops Province Chapter 
Scholarship awards, granting $100 award to Junior member 
of each chapter based upon character, scholarship, activities 
and leadership, as well as individual award to the outstanding 
scholar in each province.
1947 — Foundation unveils first match-challenge fundraiser 
behind Significant Sig Rush Kress, BUCKNELL 1900, whose 
funding accelerates growth, provides credibility for Foundation 
within Greek world.
1949 — Foundation begins awarding top three scholastic-
achieving chapters with tiered Library Awards to furnish books 
— a precursor to the General Academic Scholarship and top 
chapter stipend awards.
1951 — Foundation funds mortgage on Memorial Headquarters, 
the Harley L. Clark mansion on Lake Michigan, and relocates 
operations permanently to Evanston, Ill.
December 1956 — Foundation receives bequest in excess of 
$100,000 from estate of Harry C. Collette, DENISON 1890, who 
entered Chapter Eternal on July 22, 1956 at age 85. His grant 
was largest single gift to the Foundation to that date.
1961 — For the first time since it was established in 1947, all 134 
chapters participate in Leadership Training Workshop — a first for 
the Fraternity as the Foundation begins significant funding of the 
program.
1963 — Executive Committee votes unanimously to recommend 
Fraternity work with Foundation to acquire or construct 
single purpose modern office building to house Fraternity and 
Foundation offices, and a museum to be acquired in the name of 
the Sigma Chi Foundation.
1964 — The Foundation-sponsored J. Dwight Peterson 
Significant Chapter Award, recognizing each chapter in the 
Fraternity that meets a set of standards each year, is presented 
for the first time to DePauw, MIT and Sam Houston for the 
1963-64 school year.
November 1964 — Present Headquarters property, 1714 
Hinman Avenue, acquired for $49,500 in name of the Sigma Chi 
Corporation. Foundation board accepted “gift” of property in 
July 1966, formally becoming a Foundation asset.

October 30, 1966 — Headquarters building dedicated to crowd of 
nearly 200 three days after 38th Grand Consul J. Dwight Peterson, 
INDIANA 1919,  was named Chairman — a role he would hold for 
the 20 years.
July 1973 — At the Grand Chapter, 41st Grand Consul William 
P. Huffman, DENISON 1911, presents title of the founding site 
property in Oxford, Ohio to the Foundation. Later identified 
as the oldest commercial structure in the town of Oxford, the 
“birthplace of Sigma Chi” would be preserved through Huffman’s 
generous gesture.
1976 — Helen M. Buckby, wife of Richard A. Buckby, MONTANA 
STATE 1924, establishes medical scholarship fund in memory 
of husband, awarding grants to worthy Sigs who are preparing 
for medical school, presently in medical school or other related 
areas of study. Today there are graduate scholarships in seven 
fields of study.
1979 — Foundation establishes distinguished visitors program 
for Leadership Training Workshop
1984 — L.G. Balfour Foundation grants first of three $250,000 
donations to Foundation to initiate and advance Balfour 
Fellowship Program, which provided educational stipends to 
graduate students who served undergraduate chapters.
October 14, 1988 — Headquarters building named in honor of 
38th Grand Consul and retired Foundation Chairman Peterson.
November 9, 1989 — Foundation marks 50th anniversary, 
awarding $273,000 in scholarships and grants
Winter 1990 — Mark P. Herschede, CINCINNATI 1940, makes, at 
time, second-largest single donation to Foundation with gift 
of $250,000 to establish permanent fund to benefit graduate 
students in engineering.
1993 — Foundation votes to make minimum educational grant 
of $100,000 in 1993-94 and 1994-95 to broaden Fraternity’s 
educational programs.
1995 — Initial conversations began amongst Board of Governors 
to create a program (Sigma Chi Horizons) that encompassed a 
renaissance in areas of core values and beliefs.
1997 — The Balfour Foundation begins annual grant to 
underwrite educational elements of Balfour Leadership Training 
Workshop.
1998 — After four years of development, Sigma Chi Horizons, 
funded by Significant Sig and past Foundation board member 
Bob McNair, SOUTH CAROLINA 1958, officially announced
July 18, 1999 — Inaugural Horizons leadership training program 
debuts in the mountains of Snowbird, Utah.
Summer 2002 — Horizons expands to two sessions thanks to 
added contribution of 64th Grand Consul Keith Krach, PURDUE 
1979

2003 — Significant Sig Bill George, GEORGIA TECH 1964, and his 
family foundation helps Horizons expand to third session for 
undergraduates 
2004 — CHOICES program detailing the dangers of alcohol 
and prescription drug abuse begins testing through support of 
Significant Sig Rob Reifschneider, SAN DIEGO STATE 1957.
2007 — Foundation Board adopts new strategic plan to move 
Foundation towards leadership and scholarship vision
2008 — Foundation unveils Thomas Cowan Bell Chapter 
Challenge program that provides designated scholarships, 
Horizons slot and additional undergraduate registrations at 
workshop to Bell chapters 

Magazine advertisements 
highlighting leadership during 
the World War II era were 
typical for the Foundation 
during its formative years.

One of the biggest advocates 
for the Foundation, 29th Grand 
Consul Lloyd G. Balfour, 
INDIANA 1907, would see his 
Sigma Chi legacy further
flourish after he entered 
Chapter Eternal thanks to the 
support of his Foundation for 
Sigma Chi programs.

Academic scholarships and 
educational space grants were 
a major focus of the Sigma Chi 
Foundation in is early years.
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2009 — Due to Fraternity’s need for 
ongoing educational programming, 
Journey chapter retreats addressing 

a variety of potential topics ranging from brotherhood and risk 
management to leadership and recruitment makes wide debut.
2009 — Horizons program extended to four weeks thanks to 
participation in Bell Chapter Challenge
2010 — Foundation provides nearly $10,000 in leadership 
program and scholarship benefits, on average, across every 
undergraduate chapter, announces Donor-Scholar Program
2010 — Historical Initiative unveils CODEX digital library portal, 
digitizing thousands of documents, photographs, video and 
sound as it relates to Sigma Chi
2011-12 — Foundation establishes Military Veteran Scholarship 
Fund, unveils second five-year strategic plan
2013 — Sigma Chi Crossroads, a one-day drug and alcohol 
education retreat, and Sigma Chi Lifeline, an online resource 
providing mental health resources, debuts.
2013 — A record 2,000 undergraduate brothers, alumni and 
guests attend Balfour LTW
September 2014 — Foundation announces tiered $10,000 
Founders’ Scholarships, awarded to the top-seven overall 
scholarship applicants 
September 2014 — Foundation announces plans for 
reconstruction of Sigma Chi’s headquarters museum 
with challenge match gift from Significant Sig and former 
Foundation Chairman Chuck Watson, OKLAHOMA STATE 1972.
November 2014 — Significant Sig Jon M. Huntsman Sr., 
PENNSYLVANIA 1959, makes $5 million commitment to continue 
four annual sessions of Horizons through 2024. It was one of 
the largest individual pledge towards a Greek-letter organization 
in history.
Spring 2015 — Sigma Chi Fraternity and Foundation unveil the 
creation of online educational platform, formerly known as 
Sigma Chi U, and its Preparation for Brotherhood new member 
education module
August 2015 — Significant Sig Bill George, GEORGIA TECH 1964, 
and his family foundation make $550,000 challenge match gift 
to anchor the new online leadership platform
September 2015 — Pilot tests of online education, including 
Preparation for Brotherhood roll out at selected chapters — 88 
percent of new members surveyed noted program effectiveness, 
while changes see significant decrease in hazing incidents
April 2016 — Sigma Chi unveils Chuck and Kim Watson Museum 
of Sigma Chi, named in honor of Significant Sig whose match 
challenge keyed funding for project
September 2016 — Online education modules formally launched 
within all Sigma Chi undergraduate chapters — marking first 
time every new Sigma Chi undergraduate brother is directly 
impacted with leadership programming
October 2016 — Sigma Chi Foundation holds inaugural alumni 
event at the White House in Washington, D.C. to launch series of 
alumni receptions across United States
December 2016 — Thomas Cowan Bell Chapter Challenge 
pledges and gifts impact a record 76 chapters for the 2017-18 
academic year
April 2017 — Foundation marks re-dedication of Sigma Chi 
Founding Site, marking renovations and additions to the Oxford, 
Ohio location.
Spring 2017 — Foundation provides additional resources to 
expand Fraternity’s chapter support services with new regional-

based consultants
June 2017 — Foundation, Fraternity launch joint strategic plan, 
mission and vision statements to reshape organization via 
Leadership Learning Continuum and 10-year fundraising plan
February 2018 — Sigma Chi Foundation tops year-end survey 
conducted by NIC Foundation, delivering more financial support 
for its members than any comparable Greek-letter organization
June 2018 — Foundation marks end of 2017-18 fiscal year with 
$5,782,209 distributed in grants and scholarships 
July 2018 — Significant commitment from 64th Grand Consul 
Keith Krach, PURDUE 1979, supports continuation of Sigma Chi’s 
annual workshop as Krach Transformational Leaders Workshop 
beginning in 2019
September 2018 — Sigma Chi Foundation surpasses $500,000 
in annual undergraduate and graduate scholarship support for 
first time in organizational history, a number that tops $1 million 
overall when including chapter-specific awards.

 80 YEARS OF IMPACT: A TIMELINE

At its launch in 1999, Horizons 
became Greek-world leader in 
individual leadership training.

From its inception in 2008, the 
Foundation’s Thomas Cowan 
Bell Chapter Challenge program 
has provided chapters, such as 
the one above, with academic 
scholarship support and 
additional leadership 
programming.

Foundation President & CEO 
Ashley Woods, EAST TENNESSEE 
2000, speaks during the 2018 
Balfour Leadership Training 
Workshop in Bowling Green, 
Ohio.

EXPECT MORE: THE FUTURE

n The Fraternity and Foundation will 
launch a new, enhanced Life Loyal Sig 
Annual Giving program during the 2019 
to 2020 fiscal year that recognizes all 
annual contributors to Sigma Chi. Annual 
fund donors will join existing Life Loyal 
Sigs in receiving the Magazine of Sigma 
Chi, a new annual Impact Report, special 
recognition, and additional new benefits.  
Two great programs, Life Loyal Sig and 
Annual Fund, coming together as a single 
pathway to support Sigma Chi.

n The cumulation of Sigma Chi’s 
educational efforts both online and 
in-person will re-launch as Sigma Chi 
Learning Institute, impacting every 
undergraduate member with Sigma 
Chi teachings, as well as providing new 
leadership educational opportunities 
on a variety of topics for alumni and 
members of other organizations.

n On the heels of the organizational theme, 
Expect More, Sigma Chi will further 
increase its leadership role in the Greek-
letter community expecting more of all 
Greek Life as it implements important 
changes for the greater good.
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DEVIN LESLIE, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
BELL CHAPTER CHALLENGE SCHOLARSHIP

“Throughout my life I have been dealt an exceptional amount of adversity. At age 15, I began to 
support myself as I moved out as my parents were no longer a part of my life. Since then, I have 

been committed to personal growth as I attained my Fire Suppression Degree along with my current 
endeavors of graduating from Oregon State. With this assistance, I have been given the opportunity 
to take further advantage of what Oregon State has to offer. This award shows that The Sigma Chi 

Fraternity and my support group have faith in me and my goals. “

the social feed
like us on Facebook: facebook.com/sigmachi

follow us on Twitter: @sigmachi

contact us
e-mail: foundation@sigmachi.org
mail: 1714 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, IL 60201

Whether it’s world-class leadership programming, 
including Sigma Chi’s groundbreaking online 
educational platform, academic scholarships 
or operational support, gifts to the Sigma Chi 
Foundation impact each aspect of the Sigma Chi 
mission.
   On average, the Sigma Chi Foundation generates 
more revenue, provides more program support and 
directs more of it to leadership and scholarships 
than any other Greek fraternity or sorority 
Foundation, but there is much more to be done.
  With your support, we can further impact the 
Fraternity and our young brothers as we expand 
our overall efforts in leadership and scholarship 
support over the next decade.

LIFE LOYAL SIG (ANNUAL FUND)
Increases in funding, along with the addition 
of Sigma Chi’s more recent leadership training 
modules such as the eight-week Preparation for 
Brotherhood online pledge education program 
through Sigma Chi U, serve as evidence of the 
work sponsored through annual fund donations.

   The Annual Fund supports every facet within 
Sigma Chi from programming and scholarships 
to operations and headquarters/historical facility 
maintenance.

PLANNED GIVING
One of the most enduring ways a brother or friend 
can demonstrate support for the Fraternity is by 
making a planned gift in support of Sigma Chi.
   Planned gifts provide direct financial support to 
the Foundation upon a donor’s passing, funding 
important initiatives and allowing a donor to leave 
a lasting impact. Planned gifts may also provide a 
meaningful tax benefit during a donor’s life and to 
his estate.

DONOR-SCHOLAR INITIATIVE
The Sigma Chi Foundation’s Donor-Scholar 
Initiative provides a naming opportunity to 
interested alumni who wish to directly support the 
Foundation’s expanding scholarship program.
   Donors contributing to this effort at an 
endowment level (a one-time gift of $25,000) will 

have an annual academic scholarship named for 
themselves, or an honoree, for a minimum of 30 
years.

HISTORICAL SPONSORSHIP
Founded in 2005, the Sigma Chi Historical 
Initiative oversees the care and preservation of the 
Fraternity’s historical collection including the new 
Chuck and Kim Watson Museum of Sigma Chi, and 
the monuments and memorials of our Fraternity.
   Opportunities include exhibits and artifacts 
within the Watson Museum, Founders’ displays 
within J. Dwight Peterson International Fraternity 
Headquarters, archival preservation efforts and 
displays at the newly renovated Sigma Chi 
Founding Site in Oxford, Ohio.

  For more information on these opportunities, or 
to make a gift, please refer to the attached letter 
and donation form included with this newsletter 
or visit the Foundation’s web site: 

https://foundation.sigmachi.org

MAKE YOUR MARK ON SIGMA CHI’S FUTURE

The following brothers were accidentally omitted from the 
2018 Sigma Chi Foundation Annual Report:

White Cross Trust - Justice
Dr. Michael Codina, CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO 1993

White Cross Trust
Michael Church, ILLINOIS 2005

White Cross Trust Associates
Robert Ogdin, TENNESSEE-KNOXVILLE 1966

The following brothers and or donors were listed by incor-
rect chapter or in the incorrect location:

Distinguished Visitor
Thomas Cook, INDIANA STATE 1986

Governors’ Emeritus
John Berylson, BROWN 1975

Horizons Small Group Sponsor
Peter L. Frechette, WISCONSIN 1960

General Undergraduate Scholarship
Jerad Daniels, MISSOURI STATE 2021
Dalton Rowe, MISSOURI STATE 2020

Madson Graduate Scholarship
Josiah Adams, AMERICAN 2018

William T. Bringham, Sr. Memorial Donor

James S. Weber, NORTHWESTERN 1971
Larry Stanton and Dawn Adele Watkins Wiese

The following brothers and/or donors names were spelled 
incorrectly:

n Keith Dobrolinsky, BRADLEY 1985
n Mitchell Jamison, IDAHO 2019
n George Rohe Donor-Scholarship Fund
n Brett Setzer, KENTUCKY 1985
n Jim Szczeswiak

ANNUAL REPORT CORRECTIONS
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“Sigma Chi’s Medical Scholarship not only assists me financially, in my pursuit of a Doctorate 
in Dental Medicine, but gives me an extra boost of motivation to be the best leader that I can 

be. ... I attribute much of my success academically to those values instilled in me during 
pledgeship. Everyday, during every study session, while attending to every patient, I strive to 

be the best version of myself and uphold the standards worthy of a Sigma Chi.”

Borna Ansari, BRITISH COLUMBIA-SIMON FRASER 2012

INVESTING IN THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF LEADERS
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